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Six different methods of accurate measurement of the temperature of liquid steel in real time are
analyzed. . Using a comparison and analysis, a fast and accurate mathematical model is obtained.
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Проведен анализ шести различных методов точного измерения температуры жидкой
стали в реальном времени. С помощью сравнения и анализа результатов получена быстрая
и точная математическая модель.
Система обробки даних безперервного вимірювання температури рідкої
сталі. Сяньчжан Фэн, Чжунвэй Чен, Чжэн Ван, Яньмей Цуй, Юнцюн Вэй, Цзюньсін Хоу,
Чжіцинь Цзян
Проведено аналіз шести різних методів точного вимірювання температури рідкої сталі в
реальному часі. . За допомогою порівняння і аналізу результатів отримана швидка і точна
математична модель.

1. Introduction
It’s very important to improve the production process, improve the quality and reduce
the production cost. For Accurate determination of the temperature of liquid metal. In
order to improve the quality of casting billet
and ensure the stability and uniformity of the
steel temperature during continuous casting,
the temperature of molten steel should be controlled during the continuous casting process
of steel. In the last century of the end of the
last century, it is difficult to obtain the realtime temperature curve, but the workers with
high strength work, no safe and low accuracy.
[1-11]
It is necessary to protect the sensor from the
temperature sensor, because the steel has the
characteristics of strong corrosion, high erosion, strong thermal shock, etc. Because of the
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large heat capacity and temperature sensing element, the protective casing has a certain thermal inertia, which is always lagging behind the
changes of temperature and temperature, this
affects the production efficiency and quality of
the continuous casting. t has strong theoretical
and practical value to realize accurate and fast
measurement of liquid steel temperature of intermediate tank. [12-15]

2. Principle analysis of data
measurement
Based on the theory of the online black body
cavity is a fast and continuous temperature
measurement device for steel, as a new type of
temperature sensor. Which has the advantages
of high accuracy, long service life, the cost of
temperature measurement and the actual consumption of platinum and germanium thermo285
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couple plus protective sleeve and fast thermocouple. [16-18]
It plays an important role to improve the
billet quality, safe and efficient realization of
continuous casting production, optimal control
of casting speed and water. It has been widely
used in continuous dynamic measurement of
liquid steel temperature in continuous casting
of intermediate tank. The equations of two dimensional non steady state heat conduction for
the sensor can be expressed as
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Fig. 1. The curves of acquisition

Where k(T) is thermal conductivity, ρ (T) is
volume quality, c p (T) is specific heat.
When temperature sensor is measured, the
part is exposed to air, and a part of the sensor is
in the inner part of the steel, and the boundary
conditions are different. Ignoring the effect of
curvature radius on heat transfer, the partial
coefficient of the liquid in the molten steel can
be expressed as:

λ
λ
(2)
Nu = 1.06 Rr.5 Pr.5
L
L
Where λ is the thermal conductivity of
molten steel, L is the insertion of a length of
the part of molten steel, Nu is Nusselt number,
Rr is Reynolds number, Pr is Planck number.
Partial coefficient of air can be expressed
as:
α1 =

α 2 = 0.686

λ
(Gr Pr )1.4
L

(3)

3. Data analysis and processing
Taking 7 sets of data as the study object, acquisition curves are shown in Figure 1.
Method 1: The output value is corrected on
the basis of the arithmetic average value.
For the 1-7 group data, take 10 sampling,
the average value, the output value and the error value are shown in Figure 2.
Data linearization is strong in the 3, 7 group
from Figure 2, the error is large by the way to
deal with the data.
Method 2: The standard error is the error
function.
The output value is mean square value by
the means of correction. The expression can be
expressed as:
ìï
n
ïïσ =
(xi - x)2 / (n - 1)
å
ï s
(4)
í
i =1
ïï
ïïσ = σ / n
s
ïî
The formula used in the measurement can
be expressed as:
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Fig. 2. The curve of the output value and the error value

ìïx = x ± δ
ïí
ïïx = x ± 3δ
î

(5)

1 n
å xi is measured value, xi is
n i=1
measured values, sampling points. n is times
of measure the number, δ is the number of
sampling.
In the measurement results,the random
error of probability is 68.3% in the range of
-δ ~ +δ , the random error of probability is
99.7% in the range of -3δ ~ +3δ , 3δ is he
confidence limit, more than the random error
is gross error, the measurement results are invalid, this data must to be removed.
Method 3:
From Figure 1 we can see that the error is
the biggest for third sets of data and seventh
sets of data, and the curve is linear. For the
curve No.3, the root mean square error:
x = 1147.4 degrees centigrade, n = 18
The output value is 1196 degrees centigrade,
the measured value and the root mean square
error are shown in Figure 3.
The measured value and the root mean
square error can be expressed as:
Where x =
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Fig. 3. The curve of the measured value and the
root mean square error (n=18)

as:

Fig. 4. The curve of the measured value and the
root mean square error (n=14)

ìï
n
ïï
∆2i
å
ïï
1
ïïδ s =
= 45.15
í
n
-1
ïï
ïï
δ
ïïδ = s = 10.73
n
ïî
Calculated output value can be expressed
x = x + 3δ = 1179.6
x = x + δ s = 1192.9

IF:

δ
ε = s = 0.03966
x

Method 4:
It is needed to fit curves of No.1.
Where x = 1536 degrees centigrade, n = 14 .
The output value is 1600 degrees centigrade,
the measured value and the root mean square
error are shown in Figure 4.
The error can be expressed as:
ìï
n
ïï
∆2i
å
ïï
1
ïïδ s =
= 66.9
í
n
-1
ïï
ïï
δ
ïïδ = s = 17.9
n
ïî
Where
x = x + 3δ = 1589.7 ,
The error is larger than the value 1600 degrees centigrade, the introduction of a new correction factor, then:
x = x + δ s = 1602.9
IF:

ε=

δs
= 0.04355
x

Method 5:
After taking the data of the 10 sampling
data, the seventh data were corrected by the
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Fig. 5. The curve of the measured value and the
root mean square error (n=4)

Fig. 6. The curve of the measured value and the
root mean square error (n=8)

mean square error and the 10 groups of data
were corrected.
Where
x = 1595.5 degrees centigrade, n = 4 ,
Then
The output value is 1600 degrees centigrade,
the measured value and the root mean square
error are shown in Figure 5.
The error can be expressed as:
ìï
n
ïï
∆2i
å
ïï
1
ïïδ s =
= 5.2
í
n
1
ïï
ïï
δ
ïïδ = s = 2.6
n
ïî
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ïìïx = x + 3δ = 1196.02
ïï
íx = x + δ = 1189.34
ïï
ïïx = x + δ s = 1195.45
î
The results show that the accuracy of this
method is higher than that of the method 4 too.
IF
δ
ε = s = 0.007968
x
The results show that the accuracy of this
method is higher than that of the method 3.
Result:
Based on the results of the verification, given a way of data processing by the use of statistical methods.
1. For a given set of data, the sampling
means is directly computed
2. Calculate the value of δ s
3. Set a correction factor ε * , it equals 0.05, if

Fig. 7. Data processing of the flow chart
Different criteria, the theoretical output
value is:
ïìïx = x + 3δ = 1603.3
ïï
íx = x + δ = 1598.1
ïï
ïïîx = x + δ s = 1600.7
The results show that the accuracy of this
method is higher than that of the method 4.
Method 6:
Analysis of third sets of data, the root mean
square error of the tenth time correction:
Where
x = 1186 , n = 8 .
Then
The output value is 1196 degrees centigrade,
the measured value and the root mean square
error are shown in Figure 6.
The error can be expressed as:
n
ïìï
ïï
∆2i
å
ïï
1
= 9.45
ïíδ s =
n
-1
ïï
ïï
δ
ïïδ = s = 3.34
n
ïî
Based on different criteria, the theoretical
output value is:
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δs
< ε * , Sampling end.
x
4. Output the display value ( x = x + δ s )

4. Conclusions
It is closely related to the status of the sensor for the data on-line processing. The time of
the temperature sensor is generally shorter,
especially the object of measurement of high
temperature, to give a transient value in 1-2
seconds, but in the time of each acquisition
data, sampling points are more, when the sampling value is gradually reduced, that is, the
actual temperature of the liquid steel, at this
time should be given a reasonable value, as the
sensor sampling data output. According to the
time varying curve group, the detection value is
generally low to high gradient, and the value of
the detection value is stable, but the total experience tends to a gradual value.
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